In this research paper, we consider full phase-space noncommutativity in the Schrödinger equation (SE), we apply Boopp's shift method and standard perturbation theory to the modified (SE) in order to obtain exactly new modified energy eigenvalues in noncommutative two dimensional real space-phase NC-2D: RSP for prolonged isotropic Harmonic oscillator plus inverse quadratic potential (PCIHOIQ potential) (central singular even-power potential (CSEP potential)) with novel two parts Keywords: Noncommutative space and phase, The singular even-power potential, Isotropic Harmonic oscillator plus inverse quadratic potential and Boopp's shift method.
INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the central potentials in 2
D  dimensional spaces have been studied with various methods in different fields of nuclear physics, spectroscopy, quantum chemistry and many fields of sciences by solving the Schrödinger equation (SE), which plays a pivotal role in modern quantum physics and chemistry . In particularly the central singular even-power potential (CSEP) that we study in the present work is useful to study the atomic physics and optical physics [26] [27] [28] . Recent years have witnessed the extensive exact solution for central potentials in noncommutative space-phase at Nano and Plank's scales 
The parameters   and   are an antisymmetric real matrixes, the formalism of star product, Boopp's Shift method and the Seiberg-Witten map were played crucial roles in this new theory. The Boopp's shift method will be apply in present paper instead of solving the (NC-2D: RSP) with star product, the Schröding-er equation will be treated by using directly the following commutators [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] :
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For two dimensional spaces-phases, it is easy to verify the following important results:
in ordinary two dimensional spaces on based to the paper of D. Shi-Hai [25] . This paper is structured as follows: in next section we briefly present the basic (CSEP) in ordinary two dimensional spaces. Section 3 is devoted to studying the 2-dimensional space-phase modified (SE) with modified (CPIHOIQ) potential; we derive the deformed Hamiltonian of Hydrogen atom including modified spin-orbital interaction and new Zeeman effect, we apply the ordinary perturbation theory to deduce the non relativistic modifications energy levels of electron corresponding new modified potential produced by the effect spin-orbital interaction and modified Zeeman effect. In section 4 we summarize the global energy spectra for (MSEP) corresponding lowest excitations states and we rebating the same results on based to another form to the perturbation potential. Finally, we give our concluding remarks in section 5.
THE (CSEP) POTENTIAL IN ORDINARY TWO DIMENSIONAL SPACES
In polar coordinates   , r  , the ordinary (SE) with singular even-power potential or prolonged isotropic Harmonic oscillator plus inverse quadratic potential (CPI- 
Where E , ( a , b , c and d ) are the nonrelativistic energy of the system and real numbers, respectively. The method of separation of variable has been applied in reference [25] :
The eq. 
The normalized eignenfunctions ( 
  
Then, the new NC-2D Hamiltonian will be written as follows for modified (CPIHOIQ) potential:
Here sep H is the usual commutative Hamiltonian in ordinary two dimensional spaces: 
It's well known that, the operators: jl  (spin up) and 1 2 jl  (spin down), respectively [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] : 33  11  2  2  2  4   3  1  1  1  2  2  2  4 , , 
The Modifications to the Energies Levels Produced by Spin-orbital Effect for Modified (CPIHOIQ) Potential
The main goal to this subsection is reach to the energies of ground and first excited states: 
Where  
,
EE is the energy for ground and first excited states in ordinary 2-dimensional space while U E and D E are the modifications to the energy levels, associated with spin up and spin down at first order of (  and  ), to obtain those corrections, we need to apply the perturbation theory:
The Modifications to the Energies Levels Produced by Spin-orbital Effect for Ground State for Modified (CPIHOIQ) Potential
The non-commutative modifications of the energy levels for (CPIHOIQ) potential associated with spin up and spin down, in the first order of ( 
This can be simplified to: , now, it's useful to applying the following special integration [57, 58] : 
The Modifications to the Energies Levels Produced by Spin-orbital Effect for First Excited States of Modified (CPIHOIQ) Potential
In order to get the non-commutative first-order (in Where   
Substituting eq. (41) 
Applying, the special integral represented by eq. (34), we obtain the following results: 
From relations (20) and (24) 
The above operator represents two interactions between an electron and external magnetic field; the first one is the ordinary Zeeman Effect and the latter is the new interaction coupling between the total monument J and external magnetic field B , a similarly calculations lead to obtain the exact corrections to the energy 
With l m l     .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:
We solved exactly the deformed Schrödinger equation for a fermionic particle under (CSEP) with novel two 
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